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P
oems are always as much about characterising their speaker as they are about the business
they might strategically place in the foreground. The choice of words, the manner of
speaking, is the thing. Even when a fact is narrated over the garden fence of a so-called ‘third

person’ we’re still aware that meaning must be meant by someone, but who? The claim made on
the dust-jacket of Glyn Maxwell’s Pluto, that the collection is the poet’s “most directly personal
work to date”, immediately feels problematic then, since it implies there is some deliberate
admission of extra Truth on the poet’s part. When a poet says “I am being me” it assumes that “I”
is a stable enough blob to tether poems to in the first place. 

Maxwell, a poet whose extensive work in theatre is celebrated, will no doubt have plenty of
experience in characterisation. In Pluto, which seems to be more “self-characterising” than his
other books, he shows a smart sensitivity to the instability of his own blob of self by making ‘the
personal’ into a problem: Pluto is a book about Time, the process of self. Or in other words, it is
not about being Glyn Maxwell, but about Glyn Maxwell, being.

He sets out this stall in the collection’s opener, ‘The Byelaws’, which musically laments a
bittersweet paradox between ex-lovers who have defined themselves in terms of each other and
their history:

Never have met me, never do,

never be mine, never even be you,

approach from a point it’s impossible to

at a time you don’t have, and by these byelaws 

come my way, go yours.

Is that a pun in the title, with the “byelaw” of ‘goodbye’ chosen over the more common “bylaw”? 
The title poem ‘Pluto’ is a world-weary almanac, full of wit and self-reflexivity: “But I wake

on a white sheet: January. If Christmas / comes now then I get it, it’s a miracle.” It moves with nifty
rhetorical playfulness, but it is as sad and moving as it is smartly self-aware:

Alfie turns twelve in March and that’s all she wrote.

To say she’s like this or is this, like we do in poems,

strikes me as time I could be in Sussex with her,

trampolining. Most things strike me as that.

Interesting to note the “like we do in poems” line here – does he mean “we”, as in “us poets”? And
when our ugly poets’ “like” does arrive it only compounds our in-joke: “On God I abstain like a
poet.” But why call upon an audience of poets for sympathy? Perhaps because despite all this evident
rhetorical skill in exploring feeling, poetry provides little consolation, which is something a
colleague in the same firm might better understand, and maybe that is some consolation.

Not that Pluto, or ‘Pluto’, are self-pitying; the tone is tired and self-deprecating:
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August went hey man so I went hey man,

anything going down later? And we just smoked

and trod our shadows. One of us said those chicks

were really hot I’ve a horrible feeling I did. 

If Pluto is “something like a metaphysic of the affair” (see ‘The Case of After’ in particular) as the
blurb tells us it is, then it runs the risk of confronting love affairs too abstractly, from a wide-angle,
and inherently prioritising a heterosexual male perspective. Calling a regularly abstracted ‘she’ “an
angel” or “the pretty tour-guide” won’t help matters, nor will the “afternoons of boozing // and
women-talk” referred to in the chokingly sad elegy ‘The Window’. Before this sounds like an
accusation, it should be stated that the terms set out by Pluto’s blurby overview totally undersell
its openly subjective approach and its intimacies, which are its real strengths.

‘Creature of Play’ is a touching and mysterious poem seemingly written from the point of view
of a father witnessing his daughter newborn: “Out jumps breath, her breaths, she didn’t know /
she kept them there”, only to find within the space of the poem that “Away she runs so fast the dead
are heated / back to life a second”. The long poem ‘Birthplace’ also adds to the problem of “the self
in time” a further confusion of place, with its nifty lament: “Hard to remember, now there is
nothing here, / that there was once nothing here.”

It is certainly impressive to see Maxwell’s long recognised skill as a poet turned inwards, and
to see no Truth or clarity being claimed there, rather a profound interrogation of life and love and
selfhood. Answers to questions about “personal poetry” can be mucked-out by literary
biographers. 

In ‘The Village of Scarecrows’, from Matthew Sweeney’s new collection Horse Music, the
vintner’s best wine is given free to “the creator of the scarecrows [...] to inspire him to new forms
/ of scarecrow, which he tests / on his two pet crows, / then plants before dawn.” Sweeney’s own new
creations, often standing menacing and goon-ish at the centre of his poems, must surely number
enough to populate a village of their own by now. 

Horse Music finds room for the wild, drunken dwarves of the Emperor’s court, a gnome
infestation in a central heating system (“What next will they do? Crash my computer? / Turn the
TV screen blank? Block the loo?” – from ‘Domestic’). Then in ‘To Ash Again’ a man’s ashes reform
back into a man:

who stole a bicycle, 

pedaled up a mountain 

and into a rushy tarn 

where he drowned

The corpse is then “blasted” by “lightning bolts” and, like something from a Jan Svankmajer
animation, the ash is eaten by the urn. 

Elsewhere there are plenty of sentient, ominous crows, and the odd enchanted horse:
swimming to Antarctica, or licking a headstone, or chatting to another horse in Irish. But for all
the amusement these curiosities afford us, it’s important to remember that scarecrows are made
specifically to stand in for humans, and that’s what gives them the power to scare to begin with:
strange as the surreal might be, we can also look at these inventions and see ourselves and our
world reconfigured according to a fresh logic. 

Horse Music is structured according to a fresh logic, too, through the ordering of its poems.
By placing poems containing the same words, images, or similar ideas in close proximity the book
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feels oddly sewn together. In the first four pages we have three potentially different “vintners”,
followed by two separate references to “Coltrane”, two different magical crows, and two poems
ending with the word “whiskey/whisky”, spelled both ways. If that sounds a bit tenuous, later on
we have a poem called ‘The Blue Hammock’ versus a brilliantly perverse “black leather hammock”
in ‘His Crows’, then a third hammock in ‘Dr Quincy’s Pleasure Emporium’, two poems featuring
totem poles, a poem with a horse in it called “Fancydancer” and another poem in which the
speaker suggests that a good name for a racehorse would be “Fancydancer”. Then there are two
poems with foreign first lines paired up, and a brace of otherwise unrelated sestinas next to each
other. These might seem incidental things, but the effect overall is that words or images carry over,
become motifs, drawing attention to both their arbitrary relation, and their similarity. 

The most striking example is the subtle conversation between the poem ‘Fans’, with its seven
horses that “climbed out of the Wannsee / and galloped, dripping, to Kleist’s grave’”, and the tale
the poet’s father tells him about a cow “that swam to the island / to stand there mooing until the
seals / came in close to add their own belling”. The tension between these two sympathetic
narratives comes from the fact that the latter poem is written “i.m. my father”, so the strange grave
pilgrimage is almost made twice.

Sweeney is known for his macabre humour and Horse Music is not short of it, with its
exploding graves, or poisoned dwarf army with its stare “mutating into a scream”. But it is also a
book that carries a tangible subtext of loss and sadness. At certain points it touches lightly, and
unsentimentally, on the importance of family, or the restorative power of nature and animals. In
‘Little Flower’, for instance, when you expect some dreadful beast to charge in, or a shrieking
sickness to open up, instead the speaker admits:

If I didn’t think you grew in the perfect place

I’d pluck you and wear you in my buttonhole,

then march into the local branch of Heaven.

Jack Underwood’s pamphlet appears in the Faber New Poets series.
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